
GROHE Eurosmart basin mixer

When planning a kitchen, the most important aspect is that it truly fulfills the needs of the people who 
use it. Therefore, when working with your customer on a new kitchen design, it is helpful to have a wide 
selection of fittings to ensure you can offer a design that will meet their requirements. With the new 
GROHE Eurosmart tap range, kitchen designers can meet the increasing needs of today‘s customers – 
with new ergonomic features, contemporary designs and high quality at an affordable price.

The classic tap range is now available in six different variants with two different heights, a new 2-handle 
design and also as a wall-mounted fitting. The low spout also has a pull-out option. Each of the design 
styles available in Chrome, with a selection available in matt SuperSteel options, with both finishes 
offering an easy to clean and scratch-resistant surface.

GROHE Eurosmart low pull-out spout, in Chrome 

GROHE Eurosmart low spout, in SuperSteel

GROHE Eurosmart 2 handle sink mixer, in Chrome

GROHE Eurosmart low spout, in Chrome

RELAUNCH OF THE ALL-TIME CLASSIC  
GROHE EUROSMART KITCHEN

THE MUCH-LOVED EUROSMART RANGE ADAPTS 
TO MODERN CONSUMER NEEDS

FULL FLEXIBILITY 

SWIVEL SPOUT

• Varying swivel spout for 90°, 140°, 150° or 
360° of flexibility

• Available for low and high spout variants

SAFE WATER CONSUMPTION

EASY INSTALLATION

SUSTAINABLE WATER USE

PULL-OUT SPOUT

• For complete comfort when filling water into 
pots or while cleaning

• Dual spray control allows you to switch 
between regular flow and jet spray

• Available only for low spout variants
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You can download high-resolution images of GROHE Eurosmart for the kitchen and bathroom 
via the following Link: https://bit.ly/2YW35pK

With GROHE Zero, there is no contact of the water with lead and nickel within the 
mechanism of the tap thanks to isolated inner waterways that ensure an extra safe 
water consumption.1 

Thanks to the practical GROHE FastFixation Plus system, the installation of the kitchen 
tap is particularly easy and quick. Due to the tool-free and pre-assembled fitting, installation 
can be completed quickly and hassle-free.

GROHE SilkMove ES technology prevents unnecessary use of hot water 
by supplying cold water with the tap lever in the middle position, thereby saving precious 
water and energy.2

GROHE EcoJoy is a water-saving technology. An integrated flow restrictor reduces the 
water flow. While regular kitchen taps have a water flow of ca. 9l/min EcoJoy reduces  
the flow to 5,7 l/min, without compromising on comfort.3

1 This feature is only integrated in specific Eurosmart product variants.
2 This feature is only integrated in specific Eurosmart product variants. 
3 This feature is integrated in Eurosmart product number 3328130E.

HOLISTIC KITCHEN DESIGN BY GROHE
The kitchen sink area is one of the hardest working spots in the kitchen, with food and beverage preparation, cleaning and washing 
hands. GROHE not only offers kitchen taps, but also matching sinks and waste systems. GROHE Eurosmart kitchen taps are perfectly 
matched in design and function to the stainless steel sink lines K200 and K400, and undermount solutions. For customers who prefer 
a stylish dark sink, both sink series are also available as composite sinks in granite grey and granite black.  GROHE sinks are available 
in a variety of different sizes to ensure there‘s a sink to meet customer requirements. 

GROHE Eurosmart sink mixer and GROHE K700 Composite sink

GROHE K400 stainless steel sink GROHE K400 Composite sink

MODERNISED ALL-TIME FAVOURITE FOR THE BATHROOM: 
GROHE EUROSMART

At GROHE, innovations are not only for developing new products but for reinventing and adapting existing favourites too. With the 
relaunch of the Eurosmart bathroom tap, GROHE is not only introducing the fourth generation of this popular contemporary design 
icon to match the Eurosmart kitchen range but also launching exciting new product variants too. For further details see the GROHE 
Eurosmart bathroom fact sheet.

The range comprises washbasin, shower, bath and bidet solutions that match the Euro Ceramic collection perfectly in form and 
function, and simplify the bathroom planning process with a distinctive design choice that is consistent throughout the space.

Combining modern design with ergonomic functions and smooth installation, GROHE Eurosmart offers a reliable solution for  
any project. 


